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The Editor
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Dear Sir,

Revised Manuscript MS: 9229650211913650
Community-based infant hearing screening in a developing country: parental uptake of follow-up services

Formatting changes requested
----------------------------------
Major revisions (We require the author to make these changes)

1. Author list - The list of authors in the manuscript should be written exactly as they are in the submission system. The authors (forename, initial (if any), surname) should be written identically and in the order in which they are listed in the submission system.

Authors' Response: Done. See page 1.

2. Authors' contributions - Please indicate that all authors read and approved the final manuscript.

Authors' Response: Done. See page 19.

3. Ethical approval - Any experimental research that is reported in the manuscript should have been performed with the approval of an appropriate ethics committee. Research carried out on humans must be in compliance with the Helsinki Declaration, and any experimental research on animals should follow internationally recognized guidelines. A statement to this effect must appear in the
Methods section of the manuscript, including the name of the body which gave approval, with a reference number where appropriate.

**Authors' Response**: Done. See page 5, para 2.

4. Tables - Tables must be created using a Tables tool, and should not be linked files, figures, or generated with tabbed text. Tables must be divided into rows and columns and be oriented in a portrait page layout. Please ensure that text alignment in columns is clear and consistent. We recommend the MS Word auto-format template: simple 1. Please do not include vertical lines in your tables.

Table shading - We are unable to display shading and colours within the tables.

**Authors' Response**: Done. See pages 24-26.

Minor revisions

5. Keywords and Word-counts - Please remove these.

**Authors' Response**: Done. See page 1.

6. Please present all text in black

**Authors' Response**: Done.

7. Introduction - Please rename this section “Background”.

**Authors' Response**: Done. See page 3.

8. Figure cropping - It is important for the final layout of the manuscript that the figures are cropped as closely as possible to minimise white space around the image. Our online figure guide contains full details for preparing files for submission and can be viewed here: [http://www.biomedcentral.com/info/ifora/figures](http://www.biomedcentral.com/info/ifora/figures).

**Authors' Response**: Done.

Yours sincerely

Bolajoko O. Olusanya  
MBBS, PhD, FRCPCH